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SECTION 1 

Look at the groups of words below. In each group, three of the words belong 
together and there is one word that does not belong. Tick the box for the word that 
is the odd one out. Do NOT tick more than one answer for each group. 

There is an example at the beginning (*).   (5 points) 

Example 
(*) A. judge B. court C. minutes D. claim

(1) A. proxy B. vote C. recruitment D. resolution

(2) A. account B. remedy C. withdraw D. overdraft

(3) A. breach B. violation C. infringement D. asset

(4) A. shares B. director C. partnership D. dividend

(5) A. payment B. purchase C. subscriber D. receipt
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SECTION 2 

Look at the sentences below. Each sentence contains a mistake. The mistake is 
either an incorrect word or a word that should not be there. Write the word in the 
box under the sentence. Do NOT write more than one answer for each sentence. 

There is an example at the beginning (*).   (5 points) 

Example 
(*) The   claimant   alleged   that   the   defendant   dishonoured   the   contract 

when   he    delivered   the   goods   three   weeks   too   late. 

(1) He said me that he studied law at the University of Liverpool.

(2) My   client   is   a   farmer   and   he   has   lost   all   of   his   cows,   sheeps
and   chickens   as   a   direct   result   of   the   defendant’s   gross   negligence.

(3) The   retailer   did   a   big   risk   when   it   opened   two   branches   in   Paris
and   unfortunately   it   was   insolvent   within   two   years.

(4) Each   of   the   partners   contributed   the   same   sum   of   money   for   the
partnership   and   they   are   entitled   to   an   equal   share   of   the   profits.

(5) My   solicitor   explained   me   that   setting   up   as   a   sole   trader   was
the   best   option   for   my   new   business.
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SECTION 3 

Read the following pairs of sentences. For each pair of sentences there are two 
possibilities, A or B. Decide which sentence uses the correct preposition. Write your 
answers in the box below. 

There is an example at the beginning (*).   (5 points) 

Example 
(*)  (A) He breached the duty to care.

(B) He breached the duty of care.

(1) (A) She handed over her notice to her employer at the end of February.
(B) She handed in her notice to her employer at the end of February.

(2) (A) My insurance pays for any goods damaged within transportation.
(B) My insurance pays for any goods damaged during transportation.

(3) (A) My client is engaged in the business of online marketing.
(B) My client is engaged to the business of online marketing.

(4) (A) My law firm is based in New York.
(B) My law firm is based at New York.

(5) (A) She defaulted on the loan and the bank sold her house.
(B) She defaulted to the loan and the bank sold her house.

(*) B 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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SECTION 4 

Look at the article below. Read it and decide if the statements under it are TRUE or 
FALSE. Write your answers in the box below. 

There is an example at the beginning (*). (5 points) 

In October 2017 Jason Stevens and his partner Michelle Smith bought a house in the 
town of Sutton. However, they were soon extremely unhappy. This was due to the 
abusive and violent behaviour of their new neighbour, a man named Mr Passingham. 
Now Jason and Michelle are in court, suing the seller of their house, Christopher 
Flynn, for failing to disclose his problems with Mr Passingham in the pre-sale legal 
documentation. Mr Flynn stated in those documents that during his time at the 
property, he “had no cause to complain about any neighbour”. 

The Court heard yesterday that the seller of the property took out an injunction in the 
form of a restraining order against Mr Passingham in March 2017 due to his violent 
behaviour. Jason and Michelle knew nothing about this when they moved into the 
property with their infant son, who turns three later this year. Within days of the 
family moving into the property they had to call the police to deal with Mr 
Passingham. They told the court that they were unable to live in the house for many 
months because police advised them that it was unsafe to do this in light of having a 
small child in the house. Their claim against Christopher Flynn is for emotional 
distress, costs relating to alternative accommodation and their mortgage payments. 

Jason and Michelle’s claim will change the law in England if it is successful. A 
victory for them in court will mean that all future sellers of residential property will 
be obliged to disclose information about neighbour disputes or face the possibility of 
a claim for damages. Their lawyer made it clear to the court that the couple are not 
trying to rescind the contract, which means to undo or cancel it, because Mr 
Passingham’s landlord evicted him before the case came to court. 

Example 
(*) Mr Flynn did not tell Jason and Michelle about the problem with Mr 

Passingham in the pre-sale documentation. 

(1) Mr Flynn took legal action against Mr Passingham in 2017.

(2) Jason and Michelle’s child is almost two years old.

(3) Part of Jason and Michelle’s claim concerns the loan they took out to buy the
property.

(4) The result of this case will change the law concerning office buildings and
other places of work.

(5) Jason and Michelle no longer have Mr Passingham as a neighbour.

(*) TRUE (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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SECTION 5 

Here is a telephone conversation between a lawyer and a client. The conversation is 
mixed up. Put the conversation in the correct order. Write your answers in the 
boxes numbered 1 – 8 below. 

There is an example at the beginning (*), which is the start of the conversation. 
(8 points) 

Example (*)  
(AA) Hello, this is Katherine Hawtrey from Hawtrey James LLP. I understand you 

need assistance with a creditor who’s causing you a few problems. 

(A) So, what do you advise me to do?

(B) He is, yes. He agreed to convert my existing bathroom so that my disabled
daughter could use it. I’m refusing to pay his bill because he left the work half
done for seven months, and the part of it he did actually do turned out to be
defective. I had to get another builder in to put the damage right and then to finish
the job. I’ve already paid £8,000 to the second company. I’m not paying again!

(C) I think he will. But if he doesn’t, I’ll write to him on your behalf. Contact me
again if you have any further trouble and I’ll be happy to help.

(D) No, you definitely shouldn’t do that. Mr Stretton has a habit of getting into
disputes like this, threatening customers with bankruptcy, and then moving on to
his next victim. Paying him is inadvisable, because it would be very difficult for
you to get that money back from him. You’re doing the right thing by refusing.

(E) At the moment, nothing. Whatever you do, don’t give in to his threats. He can’t
make you bankrupt due to the fact that you can easily prove to a court that you
are solvent and that the bill is disputed. Tell him that the next time he calls you.

(F) Good morning, Ms Hawtrey. Yes, that’s right. A man named Keith Stretton says
he’s going to make me bankrupt because of a breach of contract if I don’t pay his
bill within the next seven days. He’s driving me insane by phoning me at least
twenty times every day. And he’s not interested in seeing things from my point of
view at all. He’s the one who’s in serious breach of contract, in my opinion.

(G) And if he doesn’t stop when I inform him of that?

(H) Ah! I’ve heard Mr Stretton’s name before, unfortunately. He’s a builder, isn’t he?

(*)  AA (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
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SECTION 6 

Look at the following phrases at the top of the page. They all belong to an area of law. 
In the lists below, put each phrase under the correct area of law. Write the letters 
(A, B, C, etc.) in the spaces provided. 

There is an example at the beginning (*). (12 points) 

Example (*)  
(AA) to have grounds for legal action 

(A) to file your claim (G) to enter into litigation
(B) to be a borrower (H) to add someone to the payroll
(C) to pay a high rate of interest (I) to agree to monthly instalments
(D) to draft a witness statement (J) to disclose evidence
(E) to interview job candidates (K) to follow disciplinary procedure
(F) to appear at a tribunal (L) to fall into arrears

Taking a case to court 

(*)  …AA…….

1. ……………

2. ……………

3. ……………

4. ……………

Being an employer 

5. ……………

6. ……………

7. ……………

8. ……………

Taking out a loan 

9. ……………

10. ……………

11. ……………

12. ……………
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SECTION 7 

Look at the list of words. They are all adjectives. Put the correct word into the 
sentences below. Write your answers in the boxes numbered 1-10 below. 

There is an example at the beginning (*). (10 points) 

(AA) confidential (C) negligent (F) false (I) perishable
(A) libellous (D) unfair (G) material (J) unforeseeable
(B) slanderous (E) original (H) supervening

Example 
(*)  This information is strictly (*) ….. and must not be disclosed to any third party 

hereto. 

(1) The employee sued her employer for (1) ….. dismissal. 

(2) The contract concerns the delivery of fruit, vegetables and fish, and because the
goods are (2) ….. you must deliver them on time. 

(3) People have said many (3) ….. things about that actor when chatting to friends, but 
no-one ever risks putting them in writing because everyone knows he would sue 
them. 

(4) A (4) ….. breach is a very serious breach of contract and can give the injured party 
the right to terminate the agreement. 

(5) The employer agreed that he was (5) ….. when he failed to provide his employees 
with safety equipment, and he agreed to pay all of the damages they claimed. 

(6) A force majeure such as civil disorder or an earthquake must be beyond the control
of the parties and must also be (6) ….. . 

(7) A force majeure is sometimes called a (7) ….. event. 

(8) You used my name in your book, and you wrote that I could not be trusted with
other people’s money, which is a (8) ….. thing to write about someone. 

(9) The tort of (9) ….. imprisonment arises when one person keeps another person in a 
particular place without his or her consent, and without the legal authority to do so. 

(10) An (10) ….. precedent is created in the UK when a judge has to create new law to 
deal with a completely new legal situation. 

(*) 
AA 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
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SECTION 8 

Read the text below. It is from a contract between a publisher and an author. Some of 
the words or phrases in the text are underlined.  The meanings of these words or phrases 
appear in the box below, but they are not in the same order. Match the underlined 
words in the text with the correct meanings by writing the letters (A, B, C, etc.) in 
the box below.  

There is an example at the beginning (*). (10 points) 

10. The (*) Author shall deliver to the Publisher, at the Author’s sole expense, written
authorisations for the use of any materials in which any (A) third party holds
(B) copyright which appear in the (C) Work and written consents by any person or
(D) entity described, quoted or depicted in the Work ((E) hereinafter the
“Permissions”). If the Author does not deliver the Permissions, the Publisher shall
have the right, but not the obligation, to obtain such Permissions on its own initiative,
and the Author shall (F) reimburse the Publisher for all expenses incurred by the
Publisher in obtaining such Permissions.

11. If the Author fails to deliver the Work as requested by the Publisher then the
Publisher shall have the right to terminate this Agreement by informing the Author by
letter sent by registered mail to the address of the Author (G) set forth (H) herein.
Upon termination by the Publisher, the Author shall, without prejudice to any other
right or remedy of the Publisher, immediately repay the Publisher any sums
previously paid to the Author, and upon such repayment, all rights (I) granted to the
Publisher under this Agreement shall (J) revert to the Author.

 (*) 
AA   

the writer of a document, for example, the writer of an article or a book 

written, explained 

given, allowed, permitted 

a company or organisation that has legal rights and obligations 

repay someone the money he or she spent on your behalf 

in this agreement 

the document to be published under this agreement 

go back, return 

the legal right to be the only one allowed to publish, print or perform a creative 
work, for example, the right to publish a book or record a song 

later in this agreement 

a person or organisation that is not one of the parties to this agreement 
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SECTION 9 

Read the text below. There are ten words missing from the text. In the spaces below, 
give the missing words. The first letter of each word has been provided for you. 

There is an example at the beginning (*). (20 points) 

AN EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY 

On 15 March 2008, a man named Mr Mohamud was travelling to London with a 
group of friends. On the way, they stopped at a petrol station to put fuel in their car. 
This situation led to a new (*) ….. being established under the common law, which is 
now (1) ….. upon all similar future cases. The petrol station belonged to Morrison 
Supermarkets plc (Morrison’s). Mr Mohamud went into the petrol station and he 
asked an employee of Morrison’s about the possibility of printing some documents 
from a USB stick. The name of the employee was Amjid Khan. Mr Khan’s response 
was to use offensive and racist language. When Mr Mohamud objected to Mr Khan’s 
very unpleasant response, Mr Khan became violent. He followed Mr Mohamud 
outside to his car and began to punch him and kick him. Mr Mohamud (2) ….. serious 
injuries in the attack. 

The result of this was the case of Mr AM Mohamud v WM Morrison Supermarkets plc 
(2016). Mr Mohamud’s (3) ….., Joel Donovan QC, argued that the defendant in this 
case had (4) ….. liability for the acts of its employee as set out in the principles of the 
law of (5) ….. . On that basis, the claimant sought substantial (6) ….. as redress for 
the shock and suffering he experienced during the attack. 

The court of first (7) ….. found in (8) ….. of the defendant. The judge said that Mr 
Khan was acting outside of his duties, and that he followed the claimant outside 
despite the fact that his manager instructed him not to do so. The claimant appealed, 
but the Court of Appeal reached the same conclusion. The case then came before the 
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court allowed the appeal, holding Morrison’s liable for 
Mr Khan’s actions. It stated in the written (9) ….. handed (10) ….. at the end of the 
case that Morrison’s trusted Mr Khan to deal with members of the public, and it was 
fair that the company should be responsible for their employee’s abuse of this trust. 

(*) precedent 

(1) b (6) d

(2) s (7) i

(3) b (8) f

(4) v (9) j

(5) t (10) d
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SECTION 10 

Read this newspaper article and answer the questions that follow on the next 2 pages. 
Answer each question using a full sentence. No points are awarded for answers 
that are not a full sentence. 

There is an example at the beginning (*). (20 points) 

A CRIMINAL PROSECUTION RESULTS IN A CIVIL CLAIM 

In June 2005, a woman named Seema Misra started a new business. Seema became a 
sub-postmistress, meaning that her job was to run a post office. It was in the village of 
West Byfleet. In the UK, post offices operate as franchises, and Seema bought her 
franchise from a state-owned limited company, the Postal Services Holding Company 
Limited (PSHCL). She paid £200,000 for the business. Small post offices are usually 
attached to a shop which sells groceries and other basic items. Seema’s husband, 
Davinder Misra, ran the shop. Everything seemed fine. However, in 2018 Seema was 
in court, suing PSHCL for “destroying her life”. Her story is shocking. 

Seema had problems from the start. All UK post offices use an online accounting 
system called ‘Horizon’. Seema found that when she tried to balance the books, there 
was never enough money. This means that when she looked at the amount that the 
Horizon system stated as a particular weeks’ income, she usually had less than that. 
Seema used her own money to balance the books because franchisees are personally 
responsible for any losses. She called the Post Office’s telephone helpline, and an 
advisor told her “the system will correct itself”. However, it did not. Then, in 2010, an 
auditor came to Seema’s premises to check the accounts. The auditor concluded that 
the sum of £74,609 was missing. Seema was then arrested and charged with the 
crimes of theft and false accounting. She went on trial in the criminal court and 
received a sentence of 15 months in prison. A few years later Seema tried to get a job 
as an Uber taxi driver. However, Uber rejected her because of her criminal record.  

The 2018 civil case in which Seema was a claimant was Bates and others v Post 
Office. PSHCL informed Seema at the time of her criminal trial that she was the only 
franchisee who experienced problems with the Horizon system. However, there was a 
total of 557 claimants in this class action case, all of them former post office 
franchisees. They all told a similar story to Seema, many also spending time in prison 
for theft. Patrick Green QC acted for the group and Mr Justice Fraser presided over 
the case. The claimants were seeking damages on various grounds, including financial 
loss, personal injury and unjust enrichment.  

Lawyers for PSHCL stated at the start of the court hearing that the claimants had the 
burden of proof. In other words, they stated that leading claimant Mr Alan Bates and 
the other members of the group had the burden of showing that there was something 
wrong with the Horizon system. On the first day of the hearing, the claimants denied 
that they had this burden, and also denied they had the ability to do this in any case. 

The case is being funded by Therium, a third-party litigation funding business. This 
works by Therium investing money in litigation to pay fees and other costs. If the case 
is a success, the investor makes a profit, but it risks losing its money if the claimants 
lose the case. The case continues. 
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SECTION 10 - QUESTIONS 

Example (*) In which year did Seema Misra start her new business? 
Answer: Seema Misra started her new business in 2005. 

(1) What was Seema Misra’s job title when she ran a post office?

(2) What type of legal entity is PSHCL?

(3) What sum of money did Seema Misra provide in consideration under the
agreement she entered into with PSHCL?

(4) Why did Seema put her own money into the business when the books did not
balance?

(5) What was the total sum missing when the auditor looked at the accounts in
2010?
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(6) What was Seema’s punishment when the criminal court found her guilty?  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
(7) 

 
 
How many former post office franchisees experienced problems with the 
Horizon accounting system? 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(8) What was the name of the judge in the case of Bates and others v Post Office ? 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(9) What burden did lawyers for PSHCL say the claimants in this case must bear? 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(10) Who is paying for the claimants to bring this case to court? 
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